
Camp Canine, Inc. 2018 
Guardians (owner of registered pet, person signing agreements for the current membership year) are responsible for reading and knowing all policies, 

costs, and this entire contract of care prior to any reservation or event. 

Camp Canine, Inc. hereinafter called “CCI”  
CONTRACT OF CARE (contract of care is an agreement with Camp Canine, Inc. in 2018 any and all clients; guardians will adhere to this contract).  This is a 
contract between Camp Canine, Inc. hereinafter call “CCI”, in unification with any Veterinarian or Veterinary Group CCI indentures to care for said pet, and the 
pet’s guardian or guardians or representative whose signature appears hereinafter called the “guardian”. Any representative of the guardian will be acting as 
such and the guardian will be responsible for this entire contract by authorizing the representative to register the pet.  Guardian certifies the accuracy of all 
information given about said pet on the contract and camper profile. Guardian agrees to become a member of CCI and understands the membership only 
facility position CCI holds and shall agree to subsequent policies related to membership. Guardian agrees to the terms of membership and understands the 
requirements to retain membership. 
 
CCI will exercise reasonable attempts to contact the guardian at any time medical attention is required if contact is unattainable all medical decisions shall be 
designated to a manager of CCI’s sole discretion.  If the pet becomes ill or if the state of the animal’s health otherwise requires professional attention CCI, in 
its sole discretion, may engage the services of a Veterinarian.  The guardian agrees to release the pet’s medical decisions to a manager of CCI’s discretion for 
decisions of health and care to be made in the guardian’s absence.  This shall include any treatment necessary including medications, testing, sedation or 
surgeries.  CCI has the explicit authority to engage any Veterinarian or Veterinary Practice or Veterinary Specialist or Veterinary Specialty Care Hospital or 
Veterinary Specialty Clinic necessary for appropriate medical attention.  Guardian will not hold CCI responsible for medical treatments made by any 
Veterinarian.  
 
The guardian authorizes the financial commitment any medical attention the care may involve to the attending Veterinarian. The credit card on file with CCI 
will be charged the appropriate amount for all-inclusive veterinarian care or prescribed medications.  
The Veterinarian engaged for services has the authority to charge the guardian’s credit card for services either by CCI management in person or under verbal 
authority by phone.   
 
In the event the guardian’s credit card is invalid CCI will pay any expenses.  The guardian agrees to reimburse CCI for all monies within 15 days that are paid to 
the Veterinarian for services, medication or emergency care. CCI shall exercise reasonable care for the pet while lodging at CCI.  
The guardian further agrees to be solely responsible and indemnify and hold CCI harmless from any liability for and all acts of behavior of said pet while it is in 
the care of CCI including but not limited to damage or injury to persons or other animals caused by the pet.  Guardian agrees to the socialization of the pet 
with other pets while in the care of CCI. Guardian agrees to the containment decisions CCI deems necessary for the care of the pet, this may include group 
containment where CCI feels the physiological or physical health of the pet is in jeopardy.  Guardian agrees to hold CCI harmless for any acts of behavior or 
injury while socializing pets and the guardian agrees to pay any medical attention necessary for their pet solely and will not hold any other guardian or CCI 
financially responsible for any medical attention.   
 
Injuries that occur to persons by the pet will be paid solely by the guardian directly to the person.   CCI will not be held financially responsible. Guardian agrees 
to all outside and social activities for the pet with other pets and agrees to hold CCI harmless for any acts of nature or injury caused by other pets of wild 
animals. Guardian agrees to hold CCI and any other guardian harmless if any pregnancy occurs with a non-altered adolescent pet.   It is expressly agreed by 
the guardian that CCI’s will not be held financially responsible for death of the pet while in care of CCI.   Guardian consents to pet(s) being the subject of 
photographs or video during their stay at CCI and acknowledge and agree that CCI shall be the owner of such photos and footage and all copyright and other 
intellectual property rights related thereto. Guardian shall irrevocably grant CCI the royalty-free right to cause the photographs or other likeness of pet(s) to 
be exhibited, broadcast, distributed, transmitted, published, copied, or otherwise used or sold, either in whole or in part, as still photographs, transparencies, 
motion pictures, television, video, digital or other medium now known or later discovered, for any purpose desirable or by profit or to CCI.  This contract 
contains the entire agreement between the parties and shall be governed by NC law. All terms and conditions to this contract shall be binding on the heirs, 
administrators and personal representatives of the guardian and CCI.   This agreement is for all encompassing services both in liability and financial 
responsibility and holds resolute here forth for the existence of the relationship between CCI and the guardian.  CCI retains the right to deny reservations if 
the contract of care of policies are not adhered to for any reason.  CCI retains the right to change or add terms to this contract at any time.  This includes any 
addendums, membership club policies or special event rules and policies. 
Membership Contracts, Check in forms, and Applications all include this Contract of Care and are a legally binding agreement for 2018. 
 
PAYMENT TERMS 
By signing CCIs registration form, by using Day Camp and other services and by purchasing a CCI membership you are authorizing any charges to your card 
under our terms and policies.  Email authorization will be accepted and held legally binding.   
 
Deposits and cancellations as well as all costs and charges for services requested and all veterinary costs for the pet during the time the pet is in the care of 
CCI shall be the sole responsibility of the guardian.  All customers are required to provide payment upon request for services. CCI accepts Master Card, Visa, 
Discover, personal checks, and cash. 
 
The credit card used at check in will be used if other charges are incurred such as any Veterinary service, medications or emergency unless other methods are 
agreed upon prior to services verbally or by email. 
 
The credit card may also be charged for any additional food, additional nights, day camp, and donations or for services provided by Camp Canine after check in 
if authorized by the guardian verbally or by email.  After hour’s services, this is available by appointment and the fee is in addition to daily rates   Cancellation, 
ANY person that does not call to cancel a regular or holiday reservation and does not check in on the scheduled day will be charged any current designated 
fees.  Holiday Reservations, ALL customers will be required to sign a confirmation form confirming dates for ANY holiday reservations. 
 
CCI retains the right to not allow future reservations for non-payment.         
               CCI 2018® 


